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Part 1:   Statistical Information

Table 1:  Distribution of the candidates’ grades for the AM Level Economics
May 2012

GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total
Number 21 34 55 22 12 26 12 182

% of Total 11.5 18.7 30.2 12.1 6.6 14.3 6.6 100.0

Paper 1

Paper 1 is organized to assess candidates on their apprehension of both microeconomic and
macroeconomic concepts and theories, with some elements of applied knowledge. It
therefore evaluates candidates on their knowledge of main areas of studies and their ability to
apply such knowledge to current economic issues.   Questions in section A and section B
cover topics similar to previous years.

Although there was a marginally higher number of candidates who sat for the exam, the
average mark was significantly lower than last year. There were 182 candidates (compared to
162 last year) who applied and 12 who were absent, thus 170 candidates attempted the
exam.    The average mark was down to 53.2% as opposed to 62.5% for the previous year.
A breakdown for each question is shown in Table 1 hereunder.

Table 1

Question 1 2 3 4 5 6

Average mark
(100%) 56.3 50 57.3 66.2 47.3 55.6

No of Replies 123 2 110 29 64 10

Question 7 8 9 10 11 12

Average mark
(100%) 57.2 60.1 62.1 56.6 39.2 56

No of Replies 90 63 135 29 5 14

Some of the answers were very disappointing.  Some candidates left out parts of questions,
appearing not to have read the question fully.   Grammatical and spelling mistakes included
the usual, were/where, there/their, compliment/complement, now/know.  Candidates
appeared to find more difficulty when they were asked for non-standard answers based on
their knowledge and imagination.  Textbook answers were more common.

The following practical recommendations are being made,
 Prior to handing in scripts, invigilators should ensure that numbers are in fact on front

page of script, and in the order questions have been answered in the book (on both
books if more than one is used).

 Students must pay attention to reading the questions well, so as not to leave parts of
the question unanswered.

 Students should be encouraged not to waste time copying the question on the script
but to make sure that numbers correspond to actual questions answered.

 Where possible candidates should make use of practical examples and/or graphs in
order to explain better.

 Students should be encouraged to reply to questions even if they feel they do not
know it, as some parts of their answer may be valid.
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Section A - Microeconomics

This is a standard demand and supply question which almost all candidates attempt.
Unfortunately mistakes were nonetheless evident, with candidates mistaking between
movements along the curve and shifts of the curve.  Factors for 1A could have included,
price, price of substitute or complement, taste, fashion, time, advertising, income, population
size.  The factors for 1B could have included weather, price of inputs, government policies,
technology, number of competitive suppliers, season, and unpredictable events.  1C looked at
increased costs which would have led to an inward shift in the supply curve thus impacting on
demand with a new equilibrium being achieved at a lower supply and a higher price.
Amazingly though there were candidates who, in the D and S graph, mistook one for the other
with D appearing as an upward sloping positively related line and S as a downward sloping
negatively related one. There were several mistakes in this question, which is so basic,
especially with 1C.  Nonetheless the highest mark was 92%.

Only two candidates replied to this question which looked at households’ budget and
consumption patterns.  The highest mark attained was 80%. The use of diagrams would
make this question much easier to explain, however candidates should note the difference
between a budget line that shifts and one that pivots.

This question dealt with elasticity. 3A related to a general definition of the concept. 3B looked
at the price elasticity of demand and candidates could refer to the availability of substitutes,
size, time, importance, necessity, and habit-forming features, whilst for price elasticity of
supply, candidates could refer to the number of firms, mobility of factors of production, spare
capacity, time, and infrastructure.  3C dealt with three types of elasticity but few actually gave
the numerical example requested. The highest mark was 96%.

This question looked at firms, cost curves, and the law of diminishing returns.  The long term
AC curve was to be used to distinguish the three elements of scale in the final part of the
question.  Only a few candidates replied but this question garnered the highest average mark,
whilst the highest mark was 96%.

5A – The characteristics of a monopoly are a single seller, high barriers to entry, economies
of scale, control on price, price discrimination, lack of innovation, no competition, and scope
for mergers. Several candidates got confused and wrote about monopolistic competition
instead of monopoly. 5B – characteristics of monopolistic competition as opposed to
oligopoly.  Some candidates got the two mixed up.   Several candidates were unable to use
one graph for the third part of the question.  There were some very poor answers to this
question.  The highest mark was 92%.

6 )  Only ten candidates replied to this question. The first part dealt with the definition of
Pareto optimality – a point where it is impossible to make any individual better off without
making another worse off.  6B looked at externalities, both positive (such as bees and pollen,
well-kept neighbourhood, educated people, flower beds, public safety) and negative (such as
pollution, congestion, overfishing, nuclear waste).  6C discussed, public and private goods,
free rider problem (not paying for actions), tragedy of the commons. Public good included the
non-rivalry and non-excludability concepts and candidates could have referred to fresh air,
education, lighthouse, knowledge, street lighting, flood control systems as examples. Policies
to correct for externalities could have included criminalization, taxes and subsidies, and even
reference to the Case Theorem and negotiations.  Highest mark was 82%.

Section B – Macroeconomics

7 – 7A called for a distinction between GDP and GNP where the latter is GDP plus net flows
from abroad.  GDP is based on land (anything produced in a particular country) whilst GNP is
based on citizenship (anything produced by the people of a particular country, irrelevant of
where this was produced).   7B featured the circular flow of income, injections of government,
investment and exports and leakages or withdrawals of tax, savings and imports. There were
some problems in the answers here with a mix up of what actually constitutes these.  7C –
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There were many factors that imaginative candidates could have referred to such as, interest
rate, consumer confidence, asset prices, real wages, exchange rate value, banking sector,
investment in infrastructure, human, capital, development of technology, political stability,
natural resources and governmental policies, which in the end lead to an outward shift in the
production possibilities frontier.   The highest mark was 100%.

8 – This question looked at inflation, with the first part distinguishing between cost push
inflation (brought about by an increase in production costs) and demand pull inflation (brought
about by aggregate demand being higher than aggregate supply, where the economy is at full
employment and thus faces capacity constraints).  8 B - Price index definition, normalized
average (weighted) price for a basket of goods and services. The types of indices could have
included the harmonized consumer price index, producer price index, retail price index and
the GDP deflator.   8C – Reference to the Phillips curve, linked to the NAIRU.  There were a
few disappointing answers but in general candidates appeared to knowledgeable.  The
highest mark was 100%.

9 – This question featured aspects of employment. The highest number of candidates replied
to this one.  9A - The three types of unemployment could have included, seasonal,  frictional,
demand-deficient, structural, real wage, structural, but also voluntary and involuntary.  9B –
looked at the impact on society and economy, such as loss in skills, lost income, foregone
productivity, social hardships, drain on unemployment benefits, stress, shame, vandalism,
and crime, incentive to learn new skills, to be innovative and perhaps be entrepreneurial. 9C –
government policies to encourage employment, segmentation into housewives, older workers
and youths, which require different policy strategies. candidates mentioned different policies,
such as childcare centre, longer leave for parents, the sharing of responsibility of children,
even the NISTA campaign, tax policies, family support systems, more training and education,
but one of the policies which was mentioned by a significant number of candidates was the
fact that unemployment benefits should not be seen as a deterrent to engage in employment
and therefore either these should be lowered or the minimum wage increased.  Some even
mentioned more incentives to encourage more self-employment.    Some candidates were
more imaginative than others.  Highest mark was 96%.

10 – Few candidates attempted this question which asked candidates for their opinion on a
budget deficit.  They could have referred to business cycles and the need for more
consolidation, the surplus value engaged in boom times, which compensate for a deficit
should the need arise in recessions.  Depending also on what the deficit is paying for,
whether for recurrent expenditure or whether for capital investment, which improves the
economy and thus provides for eventual additional revenue for the country. Automatic
stabilizers and how these work.  Accumulation of debt over time and how to lower it.
Highest mark was 96%, but there were several poor answers.

11 – Only five candidates attempted this question dealing with exchange rate systems and
banks. The exchange rate regime refers to the price of exchanging one money for another.
Type of regimes could have included, floating, fixed, pegged float, basket of currencies,
managed currency.  Role of banking system – meeting of capital needs and capital access,
credit intermediation, money creation, settling of payments, issue of money. The primary role
of the ECB is that of maintaining price stability, but includes also the setting of interest rates,
ensuring a stable financial system, controlling the money supply, managing the foreign
currency reserves of euro zone, the supervision of financial market, issuing new banknotes,
ensuring the payment systems function smoothly, and monitoring price trends.   Answers
were very poor except for one student who obtained 92%.

12-12A - The balance of payments shows the international transactions of a particular country
during a specific time period.  This simple definition was not easily forthcoming.  The balance
of payments has three components (sometimes shown as two main accounts) the current
account (goods and services, factor income from loans/investments and transfer payments),
the capital account (portfolio and capital), and the official settlement account (which is the
balancing item showing changes in official reserves).  12B asked about visible and invisible
items and this was generally well answered, with a wide range of examples being provided.
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12C the balance of trade, in the current account, shows the difference between imports and
exports, with a deficit or trade gap meaning more imports than exports.   In general few
candidates showed they had a good grasp of this topic.  Highest mark was 88%.

Paper 2
Paper 2 consists of six questions spread over two sections. Questions in Section A test
candidates` ability to interpret and evaluate the relationships observed from statistical series,
while questions in Section B test candidates` skills at understanding and interpreting
economic situations emerging from economic reports and studies.

The average mark for the 169 scripts marked was 60 out of 100.

Candidates had to choose 3 questions from the 6 available, with at least one question from
each section. As in previous editions of the paper, candidates generally preferred to opt for 2
questions from the first section. The number of replies to each question and average marks
are shown below:

Question 1 2 3 4 5 6

No. of Replies 110 163 9 104 44 77

Average Mark out of 100 54.0 72.5 65.7 50.3 67.8 52.5

Section A focused on microeconomic concepts including revenue/ cost functions and forms of
competition in Q1, demand and supply for commodities in Q2 and demand and supply for
labour in Q3.

Section A

Question 1 dealt with revenue/ cost functions typical of two extreme forms of competition.
Many candidates correctly linked the two forms to perfect competition and a monopoly
situation, while other candidates went into oligopolies and monopolistic competition. One of
the sub-questions specifically asked for a range as an answer, but some candidates still
provided one value. Some candidates adopted a very professional approach when comparing
the competitive forms, using headings, providing structured answers and/ or presenting
answers in summary tables. Overall, given that the question was related to a traditionally
popular topic among students, better answered were expected.

Question 2 discussed the demand and supply for a commodity. This was the most popular
question – this was also reflected in the highest achieved average mark throughout the paper.
A common weak point was not linking answers to the scenario – generic answers achieved
lower marks than those answers which focused on factors that affect demand for chocolate.
Some students, for instance, referred to product warranties, long credit periods, and
payments by instalments as a way of enhancing demand, when clearly this is of limited (if
any) relevance in this sector. Some answers confused supply with demand factors, while
others provided the same values for the price elasticity of demand and supply.

Question 3 was the least popular throughout the whole paper. It dealt with labour demand.
Candidates had to discuss the difference between the marginal physical product and the
marginal revenue product, calculate wage and amount of workers applicable under different
scenarios, and explain the implication on the equilibrium wage and level following a decline in
demand. The average total mark for this question was about 66%, but this is based on a small
number of responses.

Section B
Section B covered areas of macroeconomic relevance within the local context. Question 4
focused on income determination in a theoretical economic setting, Question 5 discussed the
openness of the Maltese economy while the last question was related to social protection and
the public sector in Malta. Marks obtained in this section were slightly lower than those
registered in the previous section.
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Question 4, which related to income determination, required candidates to calculate
equilibrium output under different economic scenarios. A common error was to omit the figure
of autonomous consumption determined under sub-question (a) in subsequent workings.
Additionally, a number of candidates were not familiar with the calculations needed to work
the income multiplier. Moreover, few candidates used the multiplier to quickly work out the
required changes in government expenditure in sub-question (d) – very often providing long
calculations and thus increasing the likelihood of making an error. This question was the most
popular within Section B, with an average mark of 50%.

In Question 5 candidates had to discuss issues related to Maltese trade as well as work out
net exports and GDP. This question was generally well-answered, registering the highest
average mark (c. 68%) for Section B. Common pitfalls related to not identifying services as
the main reason for the difference between visible trade gap and positive net exports, and not
being aware of the additional accounts needed to arrive at the balance of payments.

Question 6, on social protection and the public sector, was another question which was poorly
answered. Candidates had to discuss the impact of an ageing population on pensions and
healthcare trends, link public debt to government expenditure through interest payments,
discuss the relative size of the public sector in Malta, and identify reasons why a capital
project leads to lower operational costs.

Deficiencies in this question related to the following:
 Not being clear about the pension reform – decreasing retirement age? EU increasing

pensions? Immigration?
 Not distinguishing between government capital and recurrent/ operational

expenditure
 Limited awareness of the Maastricht criterion related to public debt (60% of GDP)
 Not being able to distinguish between government expenditure, fiscal deficit  and

public debt (actual expenditure vs. financing of that expenditure)
 Confusing “public” debt with household debt – public debt relates to government debt
 Not linking the current Euro zone crisis with the greater pressure placed on Euro zone

Member States to reduce their public debt and not infringe the 60% threshold – many
candidates were obsessed with the fact that Malta has to lend to Programme
countries, but seemed to miss the bigger picture here

 Confusing government revenue with balance of payments

In addition, very few candidates argued about why a relatively large public sector size might
be expected in such a small country due to lack of economies of scale. The question on the
cost savings brought about through the waste water management project was also not
properly answered. On a different note, the answers evidenced a widespread belief that
healthcare trends are being significantly affected by increasing air pollution.

The overall performance in this paper was somewhat disappointing compared to previous
sittings. Candidates should aim to improve their performance by working on exam technique
through question practice. In future settings, candidates should make sure that they tackle all
question requirements – one good technique candidates could adopt is to split question into
sub-headings so as to ensure they cover all areas.

In addition, candidates should supplement their understanding of fundamental economic
theory with an awareness of the local context, as well as the effects of the financial/ economic
crisis within the Euro zone. candidates are also encouraged to not shy away from questions
requiring a more creative approach to derive solutions to problems set or when putting
forward arguments and discussions, or supplementing answers with graphical and/ or
mathematical explanations.

Chairperson
Examiners’ Panel 2013


